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Franz Spitzer is a third-generation member of the 
Lyran Rangers. His family has served with the former 
Republican militia for Skye ever since the unit was known 
as the Fourth Skye Rangers. A native of Skye, Spitzer 
is understandably proud of his family heritage and its 
devotion to the people of his homeworld. For himself, 
Franz believes in the promise of a free and independent 
Federation of Skye, in keeping with the historical 
attitudes of the old Fourth Rangers. For this reason, Jasek 
Kelswa-Steiner’s position, which advocates a return to 
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CONDOR HOVERTANK
Serial Number: LC1056-327J
Mass: 50 tons

Movement Type:  Hover
Power Plant: 300 Vlar XL 

Cruising Speed: 65 kph
Flank Speed: 97 kph
Armor: Starslab/9.5 Mk II
Armament:
2 SureFire MiniGuns
1 Valiant Arbalest 
  LRM 15-pack
1 Mydron Excel 5SG 
  LB-X AC

Commentary
The original Condor hovertanks featured a mix of 
medium lasers and a single autocannon for their principal 
firepower, but the advancement of weapons technology during 
the Clan Wars made possible several refits that dramatically 
improved their overall effectiveness. Chief among them involved 
swapping the old internal combustion engine for a fusion plant, 
and adding a heavy long-range missile rack for improved punch 
at a distance. Though slower than its older cousins, this 
Condor model still possesses the speed and maneuverability to 
challenge any opponent in the field.
 LC1056-327J was built just before the Jihad for use by the 
Fourth Skye Rangers, and played a role in practically every 
engagement in defense of Skye. The vehicle became part of 
The Republic’s militia, along with the rest of the Fourth’s 
survivors, who followed Devlin Stone after the war. Franz 
Spitzer has named this vehicle “Skye Fire” to advertise his 
Free Skye loyalties.

Lyran rule, has Spitzer’s loyalties more than a 
little conflicted. For the time being, however, he 
appears to have reconciled his ideal goal by considering the 
Stormhammers’ agenda a short-term step toward the greater 
goal. What will happen if Kelswa-Steiner’s agenda turns out 
to be far more long-term than Spitzer hopes, however, is 
open to debate.
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